“Contents Retriever”
Home Contents Calculator & Inventory Management

This may involve adding,
changing or deleting items and
quantities. Users are also able
to add additional information to
any item within the database.
This can include item
descriptions, prices, brand
names, model or serial
numbers and purchase dates.
They are also able to add a
graphical image and keep
comprehensive notes on any
item within the database.

Sum Insured’s home contents
inventory management App
known as “Contents Retriever”
is an online App that enables
users to calculate and store the
correct replacement cost of
their valuable home contents.
Contents Retriever works by
asking a number of simple
questions, such as which rooms
and the number of people who
live in their home and the
overall standard of their home
contents.
Then based on statistical
averages drawn from Sum
Insured’s world class ongoing
community research
programme, the application
builds a comprehensive list of
contents, suggested quantities
and their replacement prices.
Having completed this initial
estimate, users are then able to
make changes to more closely
reflect their own situation.

Users are able to save their
estimate in a totally safe and
secure environment. Then at
any time in the future they can
log onto their password
protected App, access details
on all their valuable home
contents items, make changes
and add further information as
their circumstances change.

Information can be accessed
anywhere, anytime enabling
them to quickly and easily
handle things like warranty
claims, spare parts purchase,
book repairs or use the
information in a myriad of other
situations.
Contents Retriever also
includes automatic updating of
the user’s contents values as
costs change each year.

Most importantly, in the event
that users are unfortunate
enough to have an insurance
claim, Contents Retriever
enables them to access a
complete inventory of their
valuable home contents assets.
This will assist them to make an
accurate, fully substantiated
claim with their insurance
company, leading to a faster
and more complete settlement.
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